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For Fun: Qualities Match Up    

   Friendliness      

Perseverance     

Self-confidence     

Sympathy    

Problem-solving     

Gracefulness   

smooth and beautiful movement

a determined attitude that makes you continue 
trying to achieve something difficult

the process of finding solutions to problems

a natural feeling of kindness and understanding 
that you have for someone who is experiencing 

something very unpleasant

always pleasant and helpful towards  
other people

the feeling that you can do things well and that 
people respect you

Perseverance

Self-confidence

Friendliness

Gracefulness

Sympathy

Problem-solving

Match the following personal qualities to their Macmillan Dictionary definitions:

What qualities do you think you would need to succeed in each of these jobs? 

Unscramble the words then match the qualities to the job.

 tinipicalo 
nabaleril   

rorexplo   

senur     

posh satisants

nerginee   
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   Friendliness      

Perseverance     

Self-confidence     

Sympathy    

Problem-solving     

Gracefulness   

smooth and beautiful movement

a determined attitude that makes you continue 
trying to achieve something difficult

the process of finding solutions to problems

a natural feeling of kindness and understanding 
that you have for someone who is experiencing 

something very unpleasant

always pleasant and helpful towards  
other people

the feeling that you can do things well and that 
people respect you

Perseverance

Self-confidence

Friendliness

Gracefulness

Sympathy

Problem-solving

Match the following personal qualities to their Macmillan Dictionary definitions:

What qualities do you think you would need to succeed in each of these jobs? 

Unscramble the words then match the qualities to the job.

  tinipicalo 

nerginee   

(someone who has  

a job in politics)

nabaleril   
(a dancer who 

performs in ballets)

(someone who travels to a place that other people 
do not know 

much about in 
order to find out 
what is there)

rorexplo   

(someone who designs or builds things such as roads, railways, bridges, or machines)

senur     

(someone who is 

trained to look after ill 

or injured people)

posh satisants

(someone whose job is to 

serve people in a shop)
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Perseverance Explorer

Self-confidence Politician

Friendliness Shop assistant

Gracefulness Ballerina

Sympathy Nurse

Problem-solving Engineer

Match the following personal qualities to their Macmillan Dictionary definitions:

What qualities do you think you would need to succeed in each of these jobs? 

Unscramble the words then match the qualities to the job.

 

tinipicalo 
nabaleril   

rorexplo   

senur     

posh 

satisants

nerginee   

Gracefulness smooth and beautiful movement

Perseverance a determined attitude that makes you continue 
trying to achieve something difficult

Problem-solving the process of finding solutions to problems

Sympathy
a natural feeling of kindness and understanding 
that you have for someone who is experiencing 

something very unpleasant

Friendliness always pleasant and helpful towards  
other people

Self-confidence the feeling that you can do things well and that 
people respect you


